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Introducing Stunning Stone Countertops to Your Modern
Industrial Home Design
You love your new downtown digs, but the loft space needs some serious rehabbing. While
planning your industrial decor theme, include some beautiful stone counters in your design from
Legacy Marble & Granite in Findlay, OH. You might be surprised at how stone can support your
style, by breaking up all the steel, iron, and aged woods accents included in the design plan. Like
those aging metals, a stone countertop will last for decades while bringing added depth to the color
palette.
Supporting the Patina of Your Reclaimed Loft with Soapstone Counters
Soapstone is trending in homes that are highlighting the industrial look. Why? Used in factories,
barns, and workspaces for centuries, this soft stone comes in tones of silver, gray, and browns.
Over time, oxidation of the surface will darken the color and develop a patina. No two pieces of
soapstone are ever the same, and the aging process will add to its character.
Marble Adds Glam to Remodeled Industrial Spaces
Do you want to breathe new life into your open concept condo? Create a focal point when you use
a bright white marble countertop for your oversized kitchen island. It will reflect the sun’s rays
pouring through your enormous windows and lend a spirit of youth to the older building. Even
though you are living in a historic building, marble ensures that you feel the contemporary vibe of
your modern life.
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Celebrate the History of Your Home with Timeless and Durable Granite
When you select granite to grace your kitchen and bath in your urban home, you are likely echoing
the stone accents found throughout its aging structure. Granite was often used as foundation
blocks, for stairs, as windowsills, and even floors in large entries. You will be carrying on tradition
even while your kitchen design supports your busy lifestyle. After all, if the granite foundation has
lasted 200 years, your counters will surely survive your years of occupancy.
Customize the Decor with Quartz
When you want to switch things up and break out of the trending mold, consider the options that a
quartz countertop can offer. Using natural stone components, this man-made material is available
in a rainbow of colors. You can find the precise shade you want with the texturing or veining seen
only in your dreams.
Discover all the choices available to complete your kitchen reno featuring an industrial feel when
you visit our showroom at Legacy Marble & Granite. Our sales associate can take you on a tour of
all available stone slabs and show you pairings of fixtures so you can make a more informed
selection. We look forward to helping you breathe new life into your urban renovation project
located in the Findlay, OH area.
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